
   
  

  

Maths 
This term in maths we will focus on the following: 

 Using Place Value to solve problems. 

 Solving problems using written and mental 
methods using addition and subtraction.  
 

Literacy  
Here we are: The children will be using this book by Oliver 
Jeffers to explore our natural world. They will practise a 
range of Year 4 grammar and spelling skills whilst creating 
poetry and a descriptive piece.   
 
Cosmic: The children will be listening to the story ‘Cosmic’ 
by Frank Cottrell Boyce to write a character profile, 
informal note  parent to child , persuasive email (GF), 
promotional leaflet (GF), persuasive argument and list 
poem. 
 
RE 
What do the miracles of Jesus teach us? The children will 
examine the statements Jesus made about himself, 
considering how these statements relate to their 
everyday life.  
 
PSHE 
Families and friendships: Pupils learn about the 
differences between confidential and secret, give praise 
and constructive feedback to others, confidently and 
appropriately, when there is a difference of opinion.  
 
Safe relationships: Children will learn about individual 
liberties a child has in today’s society.  
 
Science  
Earth, Sun, Moon 
The children will learn about the shapes and relative sizes 
of the Earth, Sun and Moon. Using models, they learn 
how the three bodies move relative to each other and 
how these movements relate to night and day. 
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Computing 
E-Safety: Children will explore cyber safety using the 
‘Think u Know’ website and learn what cyber bullying 
is and how to remain safe online. 
 

Geography 
Mountains: Children will explore why mountains are 
so important. They will also focus on the interaction 
of people with mountains, the legend of Mallory and 
Irvine, as well as the location and distribution of 
mountains within the UK.  
 

DT 
Structures: Children will design and build a 3D 
structure, which will be used for a purpose. They will 
be following the design process throughout.  
 
Music  
Livin’ on a prayer: All the learning is focused around 
one song: Livin' on a Prayer. The song will be taught 
using games, the dimensions of music (pulse, rhythm, 
pitch etc.), singing and playing instruments. 
 

PE 
DD-Mix: The children will continue to work alongside 
the dance company ‘DDMix’. They will continue to 
develop their fine motor coordination and muscle 
conditioning through the medium of dance. 
Outdoor: The children will learn how to play a game 
of tennis. They will work on grip, agility and power.  
 

French  
L’ecole: Children be learning vocabulary to name 
school sub jects, talk about school subjects and the 
timings of a school day.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reminders 
 Spellings will be uploaded onto Google 

Classroom, and pupils will be tested on Monday.  

 3 Grid Home Learning tasks uploaded to Google 
Classroom per half term. 

 MyMaths home learning to be completed every 
week. 

 Children will be asked to complete a minimum 
of three activities per half term from the grid 

 PE kits need to stay  for the half-term .  
 

 


